Willow’s Job
Posted in the Podcast, “A Day in the Life: Stories from the 6th World”
Willow S01E09
READ IT TO THEM STRAIT:
You are listening to a pirate broadcast when you catch a job offer from a fixer that is known in
the shadows in the Seattle Metroplex. Digital Doom has a reputation of being honest, for a fixer,
and always fulfills his jobs.
<Excerpt from Broadcast>
Digital Doom: So you have a job offer?
Willow: I do. I am willing to pay any Shadowrunner team 100,000 Y for the return of my family and the release of
any pixies found in the Aztechnology lab they have to be kept in. I don’t know the location of the lab, or the
whereabouts of the pixies, but for the money, any runner team should be able to track this down.
Digital Doom: Do you have a packet? I can put out the job to listeners and other runners I know. We won’t be doing
wetwork for the Redwings, but tracking down and freeing pixies is something I can get behind.
Willow: Here is a chip with all the info that I have.
Digital Doom: thank you. I will put it on Shadowrun Survival Guide and get a team to run it.
If the team decides to take the job, their normal fixer can hook them up with contact info for a
representative of Digital Doom, (They will not talk with DD himself, they will get one of his
deckers, either Yacco or DC (Digital Cowboy).

Yacco:
Yacco will only meet the runners in a matrix club. His Icon is a black and
white build copying an old 1990’s cartoon from Warner Brothers. Yacco’s
Icon was a black and white, except the red nose of Yakko from the old
cartoon.
Yacco is a prime runner who has been running the matrix before the crash
2.0. He is difficult to negotiate with, and if runners try, he may steal a
program off of their deck/comlink/or other electronic source that will affect the runners, who will
not know it was done until they need the software.
If they don’t dig too far into Yacco, then he will not take the program. He will be honest with the
runners and will be a little too generous with them, offering a bonus of 5K each if they record
proof of releasing pixies and finding the news of what happened to Willow’s kin.

Digital Cowboy
DC is another one of DD’s deckers. He uses an old 8 bit icon that
stands out in the high definition of the Matrix. His jerky pixelated image
is only for aesthetics, his icon and programs are all top notch and he
will gladly tear through any decker trying to find their way onto his
system.
DC is not going to offer a bonus for any aspect of the run. The only
negotiation that he will do is, he will give 2K each for an advanced
payment. This can be used to hire him for part of the run, or anything else they may decide they
needed.
His best ability is a quick shoot attack and moving through the shadows in the Matrix. This
makes fighting him difficult.
During the meet, if everything goes well, the team will receive a data packet with everything they
have on the job.
<Data Packet 3.45MP>
Targets to be freed:
Pixy F 20 Ivy
Pixy M 12 BrownLeaf
Pixy F 16 Daisy
<Images attached…. Err. corrupted images>
Vehicle seen fleeing the scene was registered to Aztechnology. Plate number
8983iukeud8 registered to motorpool at Everette location. GPS for that night was
deleted, but re-constructed by Digital Doom and his team of deckers. Location
shows the Aztechs moving to the waterfront before returning to the garage.
It is suspected that Aztechnology has a submersible laboratory, but not confirmed.
<Data packet 787MP>
…<Corrupted data>
...the pixies are perfect for this experiment. If they die down here there is nothing
to get rid of. We will…….
….shipment of 15 pixies have arrives at…..

GM NOTES
Any other data that the GM sees fit to let slip for the runners to find the lab. Lab
location is up to the GM, whether in Aztlan, Seattle, or the Pacific Ocean depends
on the runners experience and GM’s choice.
As this is a Mega Corp, even a successful run can be traced back to the
underprepared runners. GM’s be sure and keep track of the runners plans for this
run. AZ uses magical tracking, electronic tracking/tagging, and will cast through
blood or other body parts to hit runners.
If you run this run, let me know how the team did. Email
digitaldoom@shadowrunsurvivalguide.com

